INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is one of the neurodegenerative diseases, characterized by progressive impairment that gradually destroys brain cells and other cognitive functions. Basically, it progressively leads to total dependency. It is most common neurodegenerative disorder particularly in western countries such as United States (US), Canada and many more. Dementia ranks as third most expensive disease and sixth leading cause of death over the world. Approximately, 50-60% of patients with dementia and Mild Cognitive impairment (MCI) over 65 years of age progresses towards Alzheimer every year [1, 2] . Therefore, diagnosis & effective treatment of patients in early stage are critical and important issues in Alzheimer's research. Alzheimer's disease is basically characterized by wide spread neuronal cell loss, neurofibrillary tangles & senile plaques in the various brain regions such as hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, neocortex and much more. As number of individuals with Alzheimer's disease is increasing and about to increase in future, diagnosis and effective treatment of disease in early stage are important research challenges. To search for a computational technique for early diagnosis of patients who are progressing towards Alzheimer's, but do no exhibit any clinical symptom of AD during medical tests is an important challenge. Despite of this, an early diagnosis screening method must be inexpensive, in order to allow screening of elderly patient. EEG is one of the most promising tools in such a case.
Neuroimaging techniques play significant role in Alzheimer's diagnosis but they posses several drawbacks as discussed in [3] . Imaging modalities including Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Computed Tomography (CT), Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) and many more are  ISSN: 2252-8776 Int J Inf & Commun Technol, Vol. 9, No. 1, April 2020: 57 -62 58 specifically used for diagnosis of various diseases. But, the use of these techniques is also reported in literature. Although these tools are used for Alzheimer's diagnosis, EEG technique is specifically emphasized in current research for Alzheimer's diagnosis. It is most well known and established technique for measuring electric activity of the brain which is generated by billions of neurons of the cerebal cortex. The bioelectric cells are non-invasively examined by series of electrodes placed over patients head as per international 10/20 standards. EEG signal is simply a multivariate signal transmitted over different channels with variation of different sampling frequencies depending on each application [4, 5] . This tool takes more time as it generates more data which needs to be analyzed. EEG signals are key diagnostic tools not only for neurologists, but also for clinicians and doctors. Today, EEG recordings are also used in many Brain Computer Interface (BCI) applications [4] . Several research findings have identified the potential of EEG for diagnosing dementia and Alzheimer's disease in recent years. Since, EEG recording systems are relatively cheap, inexpensive as well as portable. In upcoming years, they can be majorly used for identification of several neuro-degenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's disease, Epilepsy, Huntington disease and many more. Several dynamical changes related to normal ageing can be easily observed using EEG signals [4] .
Paper is organized in following manner: Materials and Methods are listed in section 2. Detailed methodology and experimentation is explored in section 3. Classification results and performance metrics are explored in section 4 and Conclusion is summarized in section 5.
MATERIALS & METHODS

Participants information
Dataset incorporated in present study consists of electroencephalogram (EEG) recorded in two groups which were aged from 65 to 80 years: SUB1, 50 healthy subjects and SUB2, 50 Alzheimer disease patients which were diagnosed as per NINCDS-ADRDA criteria. Alzheimer's disease patients were grouped as having moderate to severe symptoms. Diagnosis of patients was made by experienced neurologists and expert clinicians on the basis of MMSE and CDR scores. Alzheimer's patients scored below 26 on CDR scale. Dementia and Alzheimer's disease patients were also tested using Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) technique for about 14 to 15 months as functional tests such as MMSE and CDR are not sufficient to detect Alzheimer's disease. Another criteria used for detecting Alzheimer's disease was estimating patients functional and cognitive decline for period of last 10 to 15 months based on talk with informants and expert neuroclinicians. Approval was taken from Ethical committee of the hospital and participants relatives related to EEG data and its analysis. All patients were also checked for various diseases such as sugar intake, kidney problems and many more as they can also result into dementia.
Recording & acquisition of EEG data
EEG signals were recorded and analyzed using 12-bit resolution, 200 Hz sampling rate EEG machine of RMS manufacturing. Impedance of machine was kept below 10Mohms and the electrodes were placed according to the International 10-20 systems, recommended by American EEG society. Biauricular referential electrodes were also included since they are also important for recording. EEG data was recorded for 15 minutes per patient. Patients were in relaxing mode with eyes closed. EEG signal artifacts were removed by skilled neurophysiologists and clinicians such as blinking effect, drowsiness, muscle artifacts and artifacts generated by machine during recording process. An epoch of 20 seconds was extracted from each EEG signal from left frontal (F3), right frontal (F4), central (C3-C4), Parietal (P3-P4) and temporal (T3) channels for further analysis by visual inspection.
For epoch analysis, 512-point hamming FFT algorithm was used for filtering of EEG data. The window used was of 2.5sec duration with 90% overlap between successive windows. Infinite impulse response LPF was used for filtering of EEG data with a 50 Hz cut-off frequency. The power grid interference was removed using of low pass filter.
METHODOLOGY
Due to non-stationary characteristic of EEG signal; analyzing EEG signal is not only tedious but also time consuming and difficult. Since, brain waves can be represented in time as well as frequency domain; EEG signals are explored and analyzed in time, frequency and time-frequency domain [5, 6] . MATLAB (2015 version) platform is enabled for executing the algorithms proposed in present research work. In this section, we discuss the preprocessing and feature extraction process in detail. 
Block diagran of the proposed system
Alzheimer's Disease diagnosis system works in different steps, i) Filtering and noise removal of raw EEG signa called Preprocessing, ii) Extraction and selection of prominent features from EEG data, and iii) Classification of EEG data into different subjects. A raw EEG signal was filtered using suitable Bandpass filter to remove unwanted information content from signal which gets added during recording process. In present work, a bandpass filter of third order with appropriate gain designed in between 0.5 to 30 Hz was used for filtering. In feature extraction stage, synchrony based different features are computed and a training feature matrix was computed as an input to classifier. Block diagram of the system as shown in Figure 1 . 
Feature extraction using synchrony based features
In the present research study, synchrony based feqatures were studies and analyzed. Brain Synchrony resembles simultaneous appearance of rhythmic distinct patterns over different regions of head; bilaterally or unilaterally. It is observed that statistical independence appears to be significantly less in case of Alzheimer's patients around different regions of brain [5] [6] [7] . To observe this loss of synchrony in brain, synchrony measures such as Magnitude Square Coherence (MSC) and Phase Synchrony which comparatively provide better results in terms of classification accuracy are analyzed. Let us discuss these features in more detail. Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC). Coherence refers to measurement of synchrony between two independent signals (Let us say x and y) and it can be mathematically defined as,
Where, f is frequency in hertz, Pxy indicates cross spectral density of signal x and signal y. Pxx and Pyy represents the power spectral densities of x and y respectively. For each pair of channels namely F3, F4, C3, C4 and O1, O2; coherence features were computed and averaged over the five sub-bands. Coherence highlights the synchronicity of activation in various brain regions. EEG coherence helps to access functional connectivity between various channels over occipital regions of brain. In total, we have computed total (6 channels * 4 frequency bands = 24 features) for 50 subjects consisting of healthy as well as Alzheimer affected in training mode. So, it consists of total 50 * 24 = 1200 features. Phase Synchrony indicates interdependence of signals x and y among two phases ∅ and ∅ . Even though the amplitudes of signals x and y are kept statistically dependent, the instantaneous phases can be strongly synchronized. It is given by following formula [8] :
Where co-efficients m and n represents integers depicting frequency locking ratio and ∅ , is its relative or phase difference. For computing synchronization between two phases, it is important for us to know the phase of two signals at instantaneous value. It can be analyzed by using Hilbert transform which is given as: 
In present study, synchrony based features were computed on each pair of channel of two opposite regions for all frequency bands and then averaged. For example, phase synchrony feature were measured on typical channels of right and left temporal regions (say (F3-T3), (T3-T4)) and so on. In present study, phase synchrony feature was computed for frontal, temporal, parietal and central electrode of EEG signal. Accordingly, 150 such features were computed and out of it 100 features were selected as per Wilcoxon tests on our dataset [8] .
MACHINE LEARNING AND CLASSIFICATION TECHNQUES
Machine Learning is a subset of Artificial Intelligence in which the data optimization is carried using the past experience to predict future result or classify the target input [9, 10] . This data optimization can be done using different alogrithms as discussed in literature. For classifying the target input data into two or more classes, different machine learning algorithms can be used. This machine learning algorithms are classified into three learning mechanism namely: supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning. In present research work, Support Vector Machine (SVM), a semi-supervised machine learning algorithm was used for classification purpose. For classification purpose, 70% data consisting of both subjects was incorporated for training purpose and rest of 30% data was kept for testing purpose. Based on observed results, confusion matrix was created and different performances metric were calculated to measure the efficiency of the classifier. Figure. 
Support vector machine (SVM) classifier
Classifiers in machine learning are normally formulated, designed and adopted by using statistical learning. They can be used for classification as well as regression purpose. SVM is semi-supervised machine learning algorithm which is very effective in classifying data of high dimension. It is also robust and easy to implement using Python, MATLAB and any other tool. An optical hyperplane separates the data belonging to two classes using appropriate kernel in case of non-linear, multi-dimensional data. In present work, RBF kernel was used and algorithm was implemented using MATLAB programming. Leave-One-Subject-Out (LOSO) cross-validation technique was used for classification. The advantage of using this technique is that it eliminates the problem of over-fitting during data separation and also gurantees the generality of classififer to unseen or unlabelled data.
Performance analysis of the EEG data
Different synchrony-based EEG features such as Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC), Phase Synchrony and Cross -correlation were computed, analyzed and measured in appropriate manner on EEG data. For selecting training data, computed features were selected from any of the four selected EEG electrodes. Individual features were also computed and tested using SVM classfier based on different performance metrics such as accuracy. The obtained results are shown in 
CONCLUSION & RESEARCH CHALLENGES
This paper presents a method to diagnose Alzheimer's disease by using different Synchrony based features. The aim of the present research work was to improve the diagnostic accuracy for Alzheimer's diagnosis. The features used for differentiating between healthy and Alzheimer's disease subjects are not novel but significant improvements can be observed on used database. In present study, each individual feature was used for classification and all synchrony features were also separately was classification purpose. SVM classifier was used for separating both subjects yielding better results. Spectral analysis also provides better results in analyzing EEG signals. In [11] [12] [13] [14] , authors have already concluded that significance of plagues and neurofibrillary tangles in cortex regions as well as lower volume of hippocampus slows the signal in case of Alzheimer's disease patients. PET as well as MRI scans was also studied along with MMSE and CDR score since only these are not sufficient for Alzheimer's diagnosis. Previous literature summarizes the investigation of synchrony-based features for Alzheimer's diagnosis. It can be concluded that coherencebased features depict significant effects on signals of Alzheimer's disease patients in resting conditions and high frequency band ranging from 13 to 30Hz. The synchrony-based features were computed individually and classified by use of semi-supervised classifier; Support vector machine (SVM) giving better classification accuracy for distinguishing the subjects between two groups.
From the features computed as discussed in section 3, it is observed that lower dysfunctional connectivity is observed in central, parietal and occipital brain regions. A lower synchronization in these areas for alpha and beta band identifies disturbance occurred in perception and cognitive disorder. Thus, the observations computed in present research work are in agreement with several previous studies which reports on decrease of neuronal synchrony in Alzheimer's disease patients as observed on EEG signals. This loss of synchrony appears due to addition of non -consistent background activity and presence of neurofibrillary tangles in hippocampus area. Combination of all synchrony-based features provides better accuracy as compared to individual feature. Future work of present research work involves analysis of each EEG signal in time -frequency domain and to conclude whether they cary any relevant information for better detection by using advanced signal processing algorithms.
It is to conclude that when we combine all features together, classification rate as well as diagnostic accuracy obtained is more and it provides comparatively better results in terms of accuracy. Future work in this study involves making analysis of each frequency bands in depth to observe whether they carry any other significant information for better diagnosis by means of various signal processing algorithms and features extraction techniques. The present research work explores a significant methodology for Alzheimer's disease diagnosis and further research using some more of these features can report remarkable achievements in this field.
